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Standard Safety Specification for
Special Tip-Resistant Movable Soccer Goals1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation F2673; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (´) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. Scope

1.1 This specification covers safety requirements aimed at
providing for safer use of soccer goals and reducing injuries
and fatalities.

1.2 This specification addresses the risk of accidental tip
over or pull over of soccer goals.

1.3 This specification applies only to movable goals whose
inside measurements are 61⁄2 to 8 ft (2 to 2.4 m) high and 18 to
24 ft (5.5 to 7.3 m) wide.

1.4 This specification applies only to movable goals meet-
ing all criteria in Guide F1938 and Safety and Performance
Specification F2056 and, in addition, meets criteria for tip
resistance before installation.

1.5 This specification covers special tip-resistant goals that
are intended to complement standard goals meeting Guide
F1938 and Safety and Performance Specification F2056. These
goals are designed to provide some additional degree of safety
if, by accident, they are not tied down or tied down incorrectly.

1.6 This specification simulates two boys up to twelve years
of age swinging together from the X-bar.

NOTE 1—Injury data supplied to the committee indicates that approxi-
mately 75 % (74 %) of the fatalities (1979-2003) were three to twelve
years of age.

1.7 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be regarded
as standard. The values given in parentheses are mathematical
conversions to SI units that are provided for information only
and are not considered standard.

1.8 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-
priate safety and health practices and determine the applica-
bility of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:2

F1938 Guide for Safer Use of Movable Soccer Goals
F2056 Safety and Performance Specification for Soccer

Goals

3. Terminology

3.1 Definitions—See Guide F1938 and Safety and Perfor-
mance Specification F2056 for definitions.

4. Safety Requirements

4.1 Soccer goals shall be subjected to the test outline in
Section 5 and shall neither tilt over nor refuse to return to its
original vertical position.

4.2 Tests shall be applied to soccer goals in their original
unrestrained (no tie-down) condition.

4.3 Tests shall be repeated three times.

4.4 Tests shall be applied only to movable goals.

4.5 Soccer goals shall then meet all testing criteria,
instructions, and labeling listed in Safety and Performance
Specification F2056 including anchoring.

5. Stability Test

5.1 Goals shall be set upon a flat, outdoor (earth) surface.

5.2 Two weights shall be placed 1.5 ft (0.46 m) on each side
of the center of the X-bar of the goal (Fig. 1).

5.3 The weights shall be composed of bags of sand weigh-
ing 110 6 2 lb (50 6 1 kg) each.

NOTE 2—The weights (5.3) are selected to simulate two twelve-year-old
boys. (Physical characteristics of children as related to death and injury for
consumer product safety design and use, 95th percentile, twelve-year-old
male, 109 lb (49 kg).)

5.4 The weighed bags shall be tied firmly to the X-bar with
1⁄2-in. (1.3-cm) ropes.

5.5 Weights shall dangle from the rope and each bag spaced
(vertically downward) so that the center of the bag is 12 6 1
in. (30.5 6 2.5 cm) from the X-bar.

1 This specification is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee F15 on
Consumer Products and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee F15.43 on
Soccer Goal Safety.
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